Animal models of pancreatic cancer and their application in clinical research

Abstract: Pancreatic cancer has one of the highest cancer-related mortality rates of all cancers, and despite worldwide efforts to identify new curative treatments, little improvement has been made toward disease-free survival rates. Due to the effect of a heterogeneous disease phenotype in an organ where desmoplastic effects modify tumor behavior and capacity to deliver chemotherapeutics, it is clear that accurate in vivo models are imperative for the understanding of this disease, to identify and test novel therapeutics, and to assist in identifying biomarkers. This review addresses the currently available mouse models of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, in particular genetically engineered and patient-derived xenograft models, focusing on their utility in the drug discovery pipeline.
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Introduction

Pancreatic cancer has one of the lowest 5-year survival rates (8%), meaning that despite a moderate worldwide incidence, it is the fourth leading cause of cancer-related mortality. Further, the survival rate has not changed over the past decades, indicating that greater research is required to understand how this cancer differs from others, where survival has improved steadily since the introduction of new treatments and screening processes. Pancreatic malignancies occur primarily in the form of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) in >85% of all new pancreatic cancer cases, with the remaining classified as acinar cell carcinoma, pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors, and undifferentiated carcinoma.

PDAC develops initially from precursor lesions, the most common of which is pancreatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PanIN), with intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms and mucinous cystic neoplasms, alternative precursors, each possessing varying tumorigenic potential. Precursor lesions are generally well differentiated and could be characterized based on the degree of cytological and architectural aberrations, with those mutations commonly seen in PDAC increasingly found in higher degree PanIN.

Many mutations have been discovered to be involved in pancreatic cancer, with the latest large-scale sequencing study identifying commonly found mutations clustered in ten molecular mechanisms across the cohorts. Depending on the study design, the average number of nonsynonymous mutations per tumor is reported to be between 26 and 67. To date, mouse models of pancreatic cancer have utilized those commonly occurring mutations, particularly KRAS with increasing complexity derived from generating...
transgenic mice harboring mutations in more than one gene. Nonetheless, these mice develop tumors where these mutations are present in all cells, which is not necessarily the case in pancreatic cancer, with heterogeneity in mutation observed in the various cells of the tumor.7,8 This presents a limitation in the research of cancer, that is an accurate in vivo model that allows for the assessment of systemic involvement in the development and progression of cancer. This is particularly important for pancreatic cancer, which is known to be highly heterogeneous and also significantly affected by the tumor microenvironment.9 Thus, many model systems have been used to assess the contribution of the various genetic drivers of pancreatic cancer to disease progression and therefore clinical utility as biomarkers and therapeutic targets. This review outlines the main mouse models in terms of genetically engineered mouse models (GEMMs) and patient-derived xenografts (PDXs), their advantages and disadvantages (Table 1), and their purpose in preclinical research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model type</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Genetically engineered mouse models | • Informative for involvement of particular genetic mutations.  
• Competent immune system.  
• Tumors arise in the pancreas, and metastasis follows normal pattern.  
• Tumor interacts with stroma of the same species.  
• Allow assessment of initiating and preinvasive mechanisms.  
• Allow assessment of novel therapeutics.  
• Allow analysis of predisposition factors. | • Costly and time-consuming to generate.  
• All tumor cells have the same mutations (until tumors develop instability).  
• Unless conditional models are used, genetic manipulation present from birth and in all cells. |
| Cell line xenografts | • Quick model to establish, therefore relatively inexpensive.  
• Readily expandable to allow high-throughput work.  
• Limited to few replicates per tumor.  
• Allow for genetic manipulation of cells prior to and after implantation using inducible system.  
• Organoids can be cultured indefinitely and cryopreserved, allowing high-throughput analysis.  
• Can be of mouse or human origin and generated from FNB.  
• Orthotopic transplantation leads to PanIN and invasive PCa.  
• Allow assessment of malignant processes of ductal cells and novel interventions.  
• Tumors display stromal involvement.  
• Progress in a reasonable time frame. | • Require immune suppression (except in mouse cell tumor cell line models).  
• Stromal interactions not present as xenograft not typically orthotopic.  
• Cell lines lack biological stability.  
• Xenograft establishment rate is poor.  
• Immune system has to be suppressed.  
• Patient-derived cell lines display clonality (if passaged frequently) and therefore lack heterogeneity of original tumor.  
• Expansion is limited. |
| Patient-derived cell line xenografts | • Quick to develop.  
• Allow assessment of targeted therapeutics and as a means to identify patient-specific treatment.  
• Can be serially passaged through multiple mice and maintain most features.  
• Responsiveness to therapy can be modeled to specific mutations by sequencing xenografts.  
• Most closely resemble mutational spectrum of a patient including heterogeneity.  
• Include stroma of human origin.  
• Allow assessment of targeted therapeutics and as a means to identify patient-specific treatment.  
• Display three-dimensional growth characteristics.  
• Can be serially passaged through multiple mice and maintain most features.  
• Responsiveness to therapy can be modeled to specific mutations by sequencing tumor cells that are refractory to treatment. | • Immune system has to be suppressed.  
• Limited to biopsy samples or resectable tumors only.  
• Limited to few replicates per tumor. |
| Patient-derived tumor chip xenografts | • Fast and inexpensive.  
• Allow assessment of targeted therapeutics and as a means to identify patient-specific treatment.  
• Can be serially passaged through multiple mice and maintain most features.  
• Responsiveness to therapy can be modeled to specific mutations by sequencing tumor cells that are refractory to treatment.  
• Tumor interacts with stroma of the same species.  
• Allow assessment of initiating and preinvasive mechanisms.  
• Allow assessment of novel therapeutics.  
• Allow analysis of predisposition factors. | • Costly.  
• Require sampling of tumors to generate.  
• Human organoids require immunosuppressed animals.  
• High levels of necrosis in tumor samples prevents organoid generation. |
| In vivo organoid models | • Organoids can be cultured indefinitely and cryopreserved, allowing high-throughput analysis.  
• Can be of mouse or human origin and generated from FNB.  
• Orthotopic transplantation leads to PanIN and invasive PCa.  
• Allow assessment of malignant processes of ductal cells and novel interventions.  
• Tumors display stromal involvement.  
• Progress in a reasonable time frame. |  |

Abbreviations: PanIN, pancreatic intraepithelial neoplasia; FNB, fine needle biopsies; PCa, pancreatic cancer.
Genetically engineered mouse models

Initial attempts to model pancreatic cancer with transgenic mice utilized pancreatic-specific gene promoters, either the elastase promoter or the rat insulin promoter, to drive the expression of oncogenes (eg, SV40, H-ras) in acinar and beta cells, respectively. In general, these studies failed to accurately mimic what was known about PDAC, either not progressing to tumors or not developing PanIN prior to tumorigenesis. Notably, the LSL-KrasG12D inducible knock-in mouse (KC model) was the first to show the expected progression of PanIN to metastatic tumors, with the progression linked to the same disruptions to signaling that had been observed in human PDAC.

Further studies attempted to determine which additional genetic aberrations were the drivers of progression in PDAC, as GEMMs utilizing only activating Kras mutations showed uncharacteristically long latency and relatively low metastatic involvement. Incorporation of mutations in known or suspected tumor suppressor genes, such as TP53 (KPC model), resulted in a phenotype closer to human PDAC (accelerated progression and greater proportion of anaplastic foci in the resultant tumors), revealing the complexity of the PDAC genetic landscape. Further, these models show resistance to gemcitabine and low median survival rates, representing an autochthonous, immunocompetent model that has been used for preclinical assessment of inhibition of progression, immunotherapy, and enhancing chemotherapy.

GEMMs have been developed that cover the most commonly found mutations on the background of the KC model. The SMAD4 models provide a means to examine the molecular mechanisms involved in well-differentiated tumors with accelerated tumor formation. Modifications to this model in terms of cell type or timing of induction of the transgene also allow for the development of mucinous cystic lesions. Inclusion of mutations in key genes of signaling cascades also found to be mutated in cancer to the KC model has shed light on the pathways involved in metastasis and the involvement of the pancreatic tumor stroma. For instance, the involvement of paracrine hedgehog signaling from the tumor stroma in resistance to gemcitabine was shown through investigation of LSL-KrasG12D; Ink4a/ArfB.8 model.

Models of inherited pancreatic cancer syndromes

A small proportion of pancreatic cancer cases, like most cancers, is attributed to the inheritance of susceptibility mutations in one or more genes including BRCA2, CDKN2A/PIK3CA, ORSS1, STK11/LKB1, and PALB2. Not surprisingly, mutation of these genes is linked to familial forms of many cancers, and thus, the examination of the role these genes play in pancreatic cancer initiation and progression is vital to understand what type of mutations and cooperating gene mutations are required to drive one particular cancer over another. Furthermore, Brca2 mutant mice show phenotypic differences in the context of pancreatic cancer GEMMs, dependent on the precise mutation induced and which other genetic events are involved. While it is not fully understood why such large differences in latency and PanIN development have been observed for models involving Brca2 mutation, it is clear that utilizing genetic susceptibility to plan screening regimens needs to take into account many factors.

Pancreatic cancer GEMMs for preclinical testing of new treatments: immunotherapies

As described in this review, pancreatic cancer has numerous mouse models that recapitulate the initiation, progression, pathology, and molecular aberrations seen in human PDAC. These models provide a valuable resource for preclinical testing of novel therapies and have several advantages over the use of syngeneic or xenograft models, such as a similar manner of progression to human pancreatic cancer from preinvasive lesions to completely invasive and metastatic disease. In addition, several GEMMs replicate the intense desmoplasic and inflammatory stroma that is a defining feature of human pancreatic cancer and a major contributor to chemoresistance. This, combined with the fact that GEMMs arise in an immunocompetent background, makes them particularly useful in testing new therapies designed to target the immune system.

Immunotherapies that inhibit the immune checkpoint molecules programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1), programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1), and cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated antigen 4 (CTLA4) in order to boost antitumor T-cell responses have had remarkable success in several cancers, particularly melanoma. However, to date, these therapies have been largely disappointing in human pancreatic cancer. This is largely due to the immunosuppressive microenvironment present in pancreatic cancer, which has proven to be a major obstacle to improving outcomes for
pancreatic cancer patients. Therefore, GEMMs that display the same immunosuppressive microenvironment are proving useful in designing novel therapies aiming to increase sensitivity to immunotherapies in pancreatic cancer.

Most studies testing novel immunotherapies in pancreatic cancer have relied on the KC/KPC model of pancreatic cancer, which mimics the immunosuppressive microenvironment seen in the human disease. Similar to human pancreatic cancer, these mice also do not respond to CTLA4 and PD-L1 antibodies.28 In this model, leukocytic infiltration is present from early PanIN lesions and increases throughout disease progression to invasive adenocarcinoma.29 These immune cells mostly comprise immunosuppressive cells such as regulatory T-cells, tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs), and myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs), with CD8+ T-cells rare.29

The lack of an effector T-cell response even at the earliest stages of disease makes the KC/KPC model particularly useful as it can be used to explore why pancreatic cancer is refractory to current immunotherapies as well as identify strategies to restore antitumor immunity and/or increase sensitivity to immune checkpoint inhibitors. MDSCs in particular have been found to inversely correlate with CD8+ T-cells and suppress T-cell proliferation. Depletion of MDSCs in the KPC model leads to a significant increase in CD8+ T-cells as well as a decrease in extracellular matrix, an increase in vessel patency, and increased apoptotic tumor cells.30 Tumor-derived granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) has been identified as a potent inducer of MDSCs in the pancreatic tumor microenvironment, and inhibiting GM-CSF in the KPC model leads to tumor necrosis and a decrease in infiltrating MDSCs.31 Furthermore, mutant Kras has been shown to drive production of GM-CSF from pancreatic tumor cells, leading to an increase in MDSCs and a reduction in T-cell immunity.32 These studies using the KPC mouse model suggest that targeting MDSCs either directly or by inhibiting GM-CSF in pancreatic cancer patients may be a useful approach for targeting the immunosuppressive microenvironment.

Modulating the immune microenvironment by using a CD40 agonist has met with promising results. Beatty et al33 found that combining an agonistic antibody to the costimulatory molecule CD40 with gemcitabine led to a partial response rate of 24% and stable disease in a further 52% of patients with metastatic pancreatic cancer. Importantly, when this treatment was tested in the KPC mouse model to identify the underlying mechanism of tumor regression, the response rate was similar. Unexpectedly, the antitumor effect was mediated by TAMs, rather than T-cells, and importantly, stromal degradation was observed. A follow-on study in the KPC model showed that this treatment also improved the response to CTLA4 and PD1/PD-L1 checkpoint inhibitors.33 While complete responses to the combination treatment were seen in mice engrafted subcutaneously with tumor cells from KPC mice, the same responses were not seen in the spontaneous KPC model, emphasizing the complexity of the tumor microenvironment and its influence on response to immune therapy. In addition, this study also suggests that the spontaneous model more accurately predicts patient response rates compared to using cell line models.

Another study also supports the importance of TAMs in inhibiting antitumor immune responses in pancreatic cancer. Zhu et al34 identified that inhibition of colony-stimulating factor 1 receptor was able to decrease the number of TAMs as well as reprogram the remaining macrophages to promote T-cell activation and an increase in sensitivity to immune checkpoint blockade.

The pancreatic cancer stroma has been identified to play an important part in modulating the local immune response. The presence of FAP (fibroblast activation protein)-positive cancer-associated fibroblasts has been identified as a major contributor to the immunosuppression present in the pancreatic cancer tumor microenvironment and the resistance to checkpoint inhibitors.28 This was shown to be due to FAP+ cells producing the chemokine CXCL12. Targeting CXCL12 by inhibiting its receptor CXCR4 slowed tumor growth and, when this treatment was combined with a PD-L1 inhibitor, resulted in a decrease in tumor volume.

Characterization of the KC/KPC mouse models has shown many similarities to human pancreatic cancer and is arguably the strongest model available for examining mechanisms of resistance to currently used immunotherapies as well as identifying new targets to overcome immunosuppression and restore antitumor immunity. A major limitation is that these models are labor intensive and expensive to establish and use. Syngeneic cell lines may represent a good initial starting point to test new therapies; however, as seen in the study of Winograd et al,31 these models are usually more sensitive than the spontaneous model due to differences in the microenvironment, and any results from cell line studies need to be validated in the spontaneous model. However, a recent paper published by Majumder et al proposes that orthotopic implantation of KPC tumor fragments may represent another alternative to using cell lines. In this study, implanted tumor fragments showed similar metastatic spread, desmoplasia, and leukocyte
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infiltration to the KPC model. These similarities suggest that using implanted tumor fragments may be a more time and cost-effective alternative for preclinical testing of new immunotherapies; however, this remains to be validated.

Preclinical application of mouse models
Increasingly, cancer research has focused on identifying tumor subtypes related to molecular signatures to assist in predicting outcome and in the future directing targeted treatment. Recently, Bailey et al conducted a comprehensive integrated genomic analysis of >450 PDAC tumors and patient-derived cell lines, from which four definitive molecular subtypes were identified. This work has highlighted the need for preclinical mouse models to not only recapitulate the commonly mutated genes but also represent one of these molecular subtypes. Intriguingly, this study also examined cell lines generated from some of the KPC mouse models, relating their gene programs to the aggressive squamous subtype. This helps to identify the important mutational events driving specific gene programs enriched in the KPC cell lines. Future work of this nature will assist in aligning GEMMs of pancreatic cancer with these molecular subtypes to assist in preclinical studies.

Until then the importance of selecting the most appropriate mouse model for preclinical work remains a hurdle in the advancement of novel anticancer compounds. High-throughput screening is primarily conducted in vitro in cell culture utilizing either established or patient-derived cell lines; the general lack of organized tissue structure including stroma and 3D signaling as well as clonal selection that occurs in culture predisposes this technique to the identification of false positives. Understanding the importance of a molecular subtype in terms of phenotype for identification of the appropriate mouse model for testing may lead to a greater hit rate in terms of positive preclinical testing of novel compounds. Utilizing xenografts or tumor tissue chips may assist in providing the appropriate human genome and potentially the human tumor stroma; however, the requirement for immunocompromised mouse hosts limits the assessment of novel compounds. Further, the pancreatic tumor microenvironment, as outlined earlier, is known for being immunosuppressive, which further complicates the translation from preclinical mouse model to human disease.

Success in the use of PDXs to identify the most appropriate treatment regime has been promising; however, to date, the greatest success in translating treatment efficacy has been shown for tumors arising with germline mutations and thus in this sense of a more homogenous nature for the driving mutation. Additionally, PDX models are not easy to expand to allow study of biological mechanisms; in this sense, GEMMs offer a distinct advantage in preclinical testing where multiple manipulations of the genome can be performed to determine the importance of particular signaling cascades to treatment efficacy. This can then be translated back into designing combined therapeutic regimes targeted toward the pathways involved to improve preclinical testing as was the case for work investigating hedgehog signaling in the LSL-Trp53R124H+ model.

Pancreatic cancer is particularly noted for its propensity to metastasize, even following surgical resection of localized tumors. GEMMs were integral in the identification of circulating tumor cells in KPC models prior to the development of invasive tumors, although further work is still required to confirm that these cells are able to generate metastases in vivo. However, this still demonstrates the capacity to investigate the utility of novel or existing compounds to combat the metastatic process in a preclinical setting.

Preclinical applications of xenografts for precision medicine
The identification of the complex mutational spectrum involved in pancreatic cancer has led to the suggestion that, like other cancers showing intratumoral heterogeneity, the failure of treatment might be attributed to the specific targeting of only one driver mutation/pathway by that treatment and the generation of multiple mechanisms of drug resistance. Therefore, it follows that concurrent treatment with a range of therapeutics targeting multiple mutations and pathways should have greater efficacy (if tolerable) due to the limited capacity for untargeted tumor cells to receive a competitive advantage in the absence of the effectively treated tumor bulk.

While GEMMs are particularly advantageous for identifying the role of individual mutations, the necessity to modify all cells in the same way is a limitation in that it does not reflect the normal pancreatic tumor heterogeneity. Xenograft models are either created from injecting patient-derived cell lines into immunocompromised mice or from implanting a fragment of the tumor (PDX) into these animals. The use of patient-derived cell lines has clear advantage in the capacity to generate hundreds of animals from the same cell line; however, it lacks the heterogeneity of a patient tumor as well as the interactions with the stroma of the tissue of origin. Utilizing tumor fragments provides a more representative model, thereby
overcoming the aforementioned disadvantages, however is severely limited by the requirement for the host animal to be immunosuppressed and the site of engraftment.\(^39\) Despite this, recent studies have shown the power of utilizing PDX models in a preclinical setting as a means to identify the best therapy for an individual whose tumor is refractory to gemcitabine.\(^40\) Further recent work using exome sequencing has shown that along with the tumor architecture, the genetic signature is maintained for at least three passages, giving scope for greater investigation of prognostic biomarkers to therapeutic response.\(^41\) This would ultimately reduce the requirement to perform PDX model testing for every individual and instead only require analysis of the primary tumor to direct therapy.

PDX models can be further enhanced through inserting the tumor fragment into the subrenal capsule (SRC) rather than subcutaneous. This has the advantage of greater perfusion providing more rapid tumor growth, however still maintains the disadvantage of requiring immunocompromised animals as well as adding the requirement for advanced monitoring systems as well as added complications from a more invasive procedure.\(^42,43\) Nonetheless, the SRC model has been effectively used in the development of trastuzumab for the treatment of Her2+ breast cancer as well as in preclinical studies of pancreatic cancer.\(^44\) The rapid tumor growth and enhanced perfusion of SRC implantation increase the rate of metastasis; however, this is still dependent on the inherent characteristics of the tumor. For example, Xue et al\(^45\) found that SRC xenografts that responded to gemcitabine were derived from patients who did not experience recurrence, while those that were refractory to gemcitabine were from patients who developed metastasis during the study period.

PDX models are being increasingly used in cancer research not only for the assessment of therapeutic efficacy but also to develop targeted delivery vehicles. PDX models are clearly showing promise as a valuable tool in evaluating the efficacy of novel treatments and have the advantage of recapitulating the natural genetic makeup of the original human patient tumor, even after passaging in vitro and in vivo, while allowing novel drug testing in an in vivo setting.\(^41,46\) This provides valuable information that can go toward the design of more effective human clinical trials to further test novel treatments for cancers such as pancreatic cancer.\(^41\) Although the use of PDX models in pancreatic cancer research is still relatively in its infancy, there are a number of studies that have utilized these models in testing the efficacy of novel drug leads against pancreatic cancer.

### PDX models to assess therapeutic efficacy

Recently, using a combination of structural variation, mutational signatures, and gene mutations to define putative biomarkers of therapeutic responsiveness for platinum-based chemotherapy, Waddell et al identified that genomic instability cosegregated with inactivation of DNA maintenance genes (\(BRCA1, BRCA2,\) or \(PALB2\)) and a mutational signature of DNA damage repair deficiency. Using a PDX model assessment of mutations in \(BRCA\) pathway component genes and surrogate measures of defects in DNA maintenance (genomic instability and the \(BRCA\) mutational signature) have potential implications for therapeutic selection for pancreatic cancer. This approach enables the identification of those that may significantly respond in subgroups that are not well defined, with improved survival expected in patients with germline \(BRCA1\) and \(BRCA2\) mutations who receive platinum-based therapies and would significantly alter current treatment approaches to pancreatic cancer and improve overall outcomes.\(^7\) Diagnostic-therapeutic genomic-PDX approaches continue to evolve, rapidly becoming more translational to provide new opportunities in the clinic.

Kim et al also used a molecular phenotype-guided PDX model to investigate the efficacy of nab-paclitaxel delivery and SPARC (secreted protein acidic and rich in cysteine) expression and identified that specific tumor delivery of nab-paclitaxel is not directly related to SPARC expression, and nab-paclitaxel does not deplete tumor stroma, which is of particular importance as pancreatic cancer is highly desmoplastic and reliant on the stroma to drive its progression, as well as creating a barrier of fibrous tissue preventing transport of chemotherapeutics into the tumor.\(^57\)

Further to this, Roy Chaudhuri et al investigated the effect of smoothened inhibitors of hedgehog signaling (sHHI) to overcome the stromal barrier and promote neovascularization and enhance tumor permeability to low-molecular weight compounds in a PDX model of pancreatic cancer. The authors demonstrated that sHHI can enhance tumor deposition and efficacy of drug-containing nanoparticles consisting sterically stabilized liposomes containing doxorubicin. This treatment approach significantly increased median tumor progression time providing proof of concept that short-term sHHI treatment sequenced with nanoparticulate drug carriers constitutes a potential strategy to enhance efficacy of pancreatic cancer therapies.\(^48\)

The efficacy of tumor-targeting Salmonella typhimurium AR-1 (AR-1) compared to gemcitabine on pancreatic cancer was tested using pancreatic cancer PDX models. AR-1
treatment led to significantly reduced tumor weight and showed increased efficacy compared to gemcitabine.49 The efficacy of AR-1 was then further tested using PDX models following treatment with anti-VEGF therapy (bevacizumab) on VEGF-positive pancreatic cancer tumors. Treatment with gemcitabine/bevacizumab followed by AR-1 led to a significant reduction in tumor weight compared to gemcitabine/bevacizumab alone in the PDXs and in the VEGF-positive pancreatic cancer cell line MiaPaCa2. However, neither treatment was as effective in VEGF-negative tumors/cell lines.50 Clearly, studies using PDX models warrant future clinical testing for more targeted treatments for pancreatic cancer patients.

As most preclinical PDX models target actionable mutations and are generated using tumor fragments obtained during surgical resection, it is important to evolve these models to use less invasive and more timely means and to develop genomically informed therapies in patient tumor models prior to patient treatment. For example, Allaway et al developed PDX models from fine-needle aspiration biopsies obtained from primary PDAC at the time of diagnosis and characterized both primary and metastatic sites from one patient. While still in its infancy, PDX models can now be constructed from fine-needle aspiration biopsies of pancreatic cancer, which in turn can enable genomic characterization and identification of informed therapies prior to aggressive surgical and chemotherapeutic intervention.51

Gao et al recently demonstrated both the reproducibility and the clinical translatability of high-throughput screening using patient-derived tumor xenografts to predict preclinical and clinical trial drug response. This approach identified associations between a genotype and a drug response and established mechanisms of resistance, outlining its potential in rapidly improving preclinical evaluation of treatment modalities (Figure 1).52

**PDX models to develop targeted delivery vehicles**

As discussed previously, a key issue affecting the efficacy of chemotherapeutic agents on pancreatic cancer is the fibrous desmoplastic stroma. In an effort to circumvent this, Indolfi et al have exploited the PDX model to develop an implantable poly(lactic-co-glycolic)-based biodegradable device to linearly release high doses of chemotherapeutic drugs resulting in an increase in suppression of tumor growth compared to systemic delivery. By providing high

---

**Figure 1** Schematic outlining the use of PDXs to target actionable mutations identified in an individual’s pancreatic tumor and FNA samples to provide the clinician with a more informed decision on the potential efficacy of the selected therapeutic agent.

**Abbreviations:** PDXs, patient-derived xenografts; FNA, fine-needle aspiration.
concentrations of chemotherapeutic compounds locally at the tumor site, this approach could reduce the need for repeated procedures in advanced pancreatic cancer patients to debulk the tumor mass or stent the obstructed bile duct, thereby improving quality of life and outcomes for pancreatic cancer patients.53

Conclusion

Mouse models of pancreatic cancer are essential for the preclinical assessment of novel therapeutics or the repositioning of existing ones. Selection of the most appropriate model for the stage of testing as well as the experimental intent is imperative to the successful translation to human studies. Models allow a greater understanding of the biology of disease; however, all suffer limitations for various applications. Ultimately, mouse models can allow the identification of novel targets, predictive assessment of therapeutic benefit, and inform clinical trial design in terms of the expected responsive patient target subgroup. The advent of molecular technologies such as CRISPR/Cas9 are greatly enhancing the speed and cost-effectiveness of genetic and epigenetic manipulation of mice, and as such, more in depth mutational studies can be conducted. In addition, inducible systems offer the capacity to mimic the progressive nature in terms of acquisition of mutations and the ability to modulate both the tumor and the microenvironment through cell-specific promoters. Therefore, it is likely that future GEMMs of pancreatic cancer will focus on the complex recapitulation of the molecular subtypes identified by integrated genomic analysis of PDAC patients that can be used for preclinical assessment and finally provide some meaningful improvements in patient care. Until then, the recent advances in implementation of PDX models for preclinical assessment coupled with the study of novel immunotherapies in GEMMs offer hope for the translation of novel therapeutic strategies for pancreatic cancer.
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